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ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (ESL)

EMLS 104

ESL N88

College Reading and Writing I

Verb Tenses

Unit(s): 5.0 Class Hours: 90.0 Lecture total.

Unit(s): 1.5 Class Hours: 24.0 Lecture, 6.0 Lab total.

Prerequisite: Qualifying profile from ESL/EMLS placement process.

Prerequisite: Eligible for EMLS 107 or higher.

Recommended Preparation: Taking EMLS 103 concurrently or prior to
EMLS 104 is highly recommended.

Intensive oral and written practice with verb forms and tenses in a
variety of contexts. Laboratory is required. May be taken after ESL
N89.
EMLS N49

Reading and paragraph-level writing course for bilingual students
who need to develop skills in reading academic material and writing
academic paragraphs. Emphasis on connection between reading and
writing, responding to reading critically, following the writing process
and editing. CSU

Introduction to Academic Speaking Skills

EMLS 105

Unit(s): 3.0 Class Hours: 54.0 Lecture total.

Grammar for Better Writing II

Beginning course for non-native students with previous instruction in
basic English as a second language. Includes listening discrimination,
pronunciation, speaking and listening skill building. Skills are
intensively practiced and reviewed. Not applicable to associate
degree. (Same as CMST N49).

Unit(s): 3.0 Class Hours: 54.0 Lecture total.

ENGLISH FOR MULTILINGUAL STUDENTS (EMLS)

EMLS N52A
Beginning American English Pronunciation Skills
Unit(s): 3.0 Class Hours: 54.0 Lecture total.
Instruction in pronunciation of American English sounds, identifying
commonly mispronounced sounds, and common sound spelling
patterns. Not applicable to associate degree. (Same as CMST N52A.)
EMLS N52B

Prerequisite: EMLS 103 Or qualifying profile from ESL/EMLS
placement test EMLS 103.
Recommended Preparation: Taking EMLS 106 concurrently is
recommended.
Sentence refining course for bilingual students who can speak English
but often make grammar mistakes when writing. Grammar focus is
on sentence level accuracy, including transitions, the passive voice
and multi-clause sentences. Revision and editing. CSU
EMLS 106
College Reading and Writing II
Unit(s): 5.0 Class Hours: 90.0 Lecture total.

Intermediate American English Pronunciation Skills

Prerequisite: Qualifying profile from ESL/EMLS placement process
EMLS 104.

Unit(s): 3.0 Class Hours: 54.0 Lecture total.
Recommended Preparation: EMLS N52A.
More extensive instruction in American English sounds. Emphasis on
more difficult sounds, sound blends, word endings, syllable and word
stress. Not applicable to associate degree. (Same as CMST N52B.)
EMLS 055
Writing, Grammar and Reading I
Unit(s): 6.0 Class Hours: 108.0 Lecture total.
Prerequisite: Qualifying profile from ESL/EMLS placement process.
Sentence-level and basic paragraph writing for multilingual students
who can speak English but often make grammar mistakes when
writing. Narrative paragraphs and journal writing. Revision and
editing. Basic grammar including verb tenses and modals. Critical
reading.
EMLS 103
Grammar for Better Writing I
Unit(s): 3.0 Class Hours: 54.0 Lecture total.
Prerequisite: Qualifying profile from ESL/EMLS placement process.
Recommended Preparation: Taking EMLS 104 concurrently is
recommended.

Recommended Preparation: Taking EMLS 105 concurrently or prior to
EMLS 106 is highly recommended.
Reading and short essay-level writing course for bilingual students
who need to improve skills in reading academic material and writing
academic essays. Emphasis on connection between reading and
writing, responding to reading critically, following the writing process
and editing. CSU
EMLS 107
Writing, Grammar and Reading II
Unit(s): 6.0 Class Hours: 108.0 Lecture total.
Prerequisite: EMLS 055 or qualifying profile from ESL/EMLS
placement process.
Sentence and paragraph-level writing for multilingual students who
can speak English but often make grammar mistakes when writing.
Narrative and descriptive paragraphs. Revision and editing. Review of
basic grammar. Practice with sentence variety. Critical reading. CSU
EMLS 109
Writing, Grammar and Reading III
Unit(s): 6.0 Class Hours: 108.0 Lecture total.

Sentence refining course for multilingual students who can speak
English but often make grammar mistakes when writing. Basic
grammar including verb tenses, verbals, modals, nouns, pronouns,
compound and complex sentences. Revision and editing. CSU

Prerequisite: EMLS 107 or qualifying profile from ESL/EMLS
placement process.
Paragraph-level writing for multilingual students who speak English
but often make grammar mistakes when they write. Narrative,
descriptive, and expository paragraph practice. Revision and editing.
Complex grammar structures. Critical reading. CSU
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EMLS 110

ENTR 104

Introduction to the Essay

Business Models

Unit(s): 4.0 Class Hours: 72.0 Lecture total.

Unit(s): 2.0 Class Hours: 36.0 Lecture total.

Prerequisite: EMLS 109 or qualifying profile from ESL/EMLS
placement process.

Learn what a business model is and learn if a business model will
make money. Discover how to filter business opportunities. Learn how
to project whether business opportunities can be scalable, can target
identifiable markets, and can achieve profitability. CSU

Introductory essay writing course for bilingual students who speak
English fluently but make multiple grammar errors when writing. This
composition course progresses from paragraph to essay, emphasizing
basic expository modes, grammar review, critical reading, and
revision and editing techniques. CSU/UC
EMLS 112
Advanced Composition
Unit(s): 4.0 Class Hours: 72.0 Lecture total.
Prerequisite: EMLS 110 and Passing Proficiency on the Reading
Placement process or qualifying profile from ESL/EMLS placement
process.
Advanced-level writing course for bilingual students who are fluent
in conversational English but make multiple grammar errors when
writing. Emphasis is on complex expository modes, grammatical
accuracy in writing, grammar review, research methods, critical
reading skills, and revision and editing techniques. CSU/UC

ENTR 105
Social Media, Bootstrapping, and Market Validation
Unit(s): 2.0 Class Hours: 36.0 Lecture total.
Learn the latest Social Media & Bootstrap Marketing strategies &
techniques. Discover how to do more with marketing while spending
less. Learn what you need to know about your customer and your
market by designing a sound research strategy. Discover how to
implement a market validation strategy. CSU
ENTR 106
Building an Entrepreneurial Team
Unit(s): 2.0 Class Hours: 36.0 Lecture total.

ENTR 100

Learn how to create a network of principals, advisors, collaborators,
managers, attorneys, accountants, and employees to build a
successful business team. Explore how to organize your company and
your business for day-to-day operations. Issues in hiring people and
outsourcing. CSU

Introduction to Innovation and Entrepreneurship

ENTR 110

Unit(s): 3.0 Class Hours: 54.0 Lecture total.

Capstone Business Simulations

Discover how the entrepreneurial mindset teaches life skills that can
make you more successful now and at every stage of your life.

Unit(s): 3.0 Class Hours: 54.0 Lecture total.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP (ENTR)

Examine how that mindset affects the social, psychological, and
physiological impact of those life skills. Learn the basics of how to
start a business and learn how to think like an entrepreneur. CSU

Participate in realistic hands-on business simulations. Make complex
business decisions and learn the implications of decisions made.
Learn real world business principles in an exciting business context.
CSU

ENTR 101

ENTR 111

Entrepreneurs and Success

Capstone Entrepreneurial Case Studies

Unit(s): 1.0 Class Hours: 18.0 Lecture total.

Unit(s): 3.0 Class Hours: 54.0 Lecture total.

Learn the psychology of becoming a successful entrepreneur. Discover
how to find flow and stay on course. Learn the habits of highly
successful entrepreneurs. Discover how cutting-edge communication,
design, and technology are 21st century drivers of success. CSU

Discuss complex entrepreneurial business cases in a highly interactive
environment. Translate complex business cases into critical incidents.
Translate critical incidents into simulations. Learn to analyze
entrepreneurial problems and solutions. CSU

ENTR 102

ENTR 140

Entrepreneurial Ideas and Creativity

Fashion E-Commerce

Unit(s): 1.0 Class Hours: 18.0 Lecture total.

Unit(s): 3.0 Class Hours: 54.0 Lecture total.

Discover that business creativity is a process that can be learned.
Practice the process of searching for new business ideas using proven
methods. Turn your creativity into business ideas. CSU

Learn how to create and manage an E- commerce store. Study of the
operations of an established fashion E-Commerce retail

ENTR 103
Innovations and Opportunities
Unit(s): 2.0 Class Hours: 36.0 Lecture total.
Learn how to search for and create a good business opportunity.
Learn how to turn business ideas into entrepreneurial opportunities.
Explore and map personal specific knowledge to create business
innovation. CSU

business. Concepts of merchandising include buying, pricing, stock
control, credit, credit control, omni-channel strategies, logistics,
layout, customer service, marketing, and analytical software. (Same
as FDM 140.) CSU

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES (ENVR)
ENVR 140 (C-ID GEOL 130)
Environmental Geology
Unit(s): 3.0 Class Hours: 54.0 Lecture total.
Introduction to environmental geology, the interaction between the
Earth and mankind. Global study of geologic resources, resource
management, geologic hazards, and waste remediation (Same as
Geology 140). CSU/UC
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